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FOREWORD

The epitome of stability, U.S. public education has long gone

about its job of teaching and acculturation of the young in traditional

and time hallowed ways. This era of stability ended after the second World

War..

Since that time, one problem has piled on another to challenge

the wisdom of a Solomon and the patience of a Job. The rapid growth of

American cities following World.War II required giant facility expansion

programs. These programs were beginning to catch up to the needs of new

pupils when the landmark 1954 Supreme Court decision was handed down. The

Court-ordered desegregation of schools undoubtedly contributed to the

trickling reverse exodus--to the suburbs. The trickle became a torrent

and the central portions of most American cities began a slow but seemingly

inexorable deterioration.

Teachers, long a dedicated and respected though underpaid class

of American society, rejected their continued relegation to second class

economic citizenship and placed new demands on an already- beseiged school

treasury.

Failure fed upon failure. The fleeing taxpayers left behind a

constituency that began a litany of revolt. Levy after levy, bond issue

after bond issue was tried and failed.

The abovr characterization could be written about many major

metropolitan areas of the U.S.

The decline of the central city and the diminishing school age

population has brought the problem of physical plant utilization to a

sharp focus. Declining enrollments at some schools, coupled with extremely

tight budgets, make it mandatory to examine the efficient utilization of

school facilities in order that limited resources be allocated for the

optimum good. This issue, then, policy and decision criteria for address-

ing school consolidation, is the subject of this report.
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II. OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

The objectives of this study were to assist the Kansas City

School District (KCSD) in the:

* formulation of policy on the consolidation and

closing of schools;

* development of objective criteria to aid decision

making on these-issues; and

specification of procedures for the implementing

of such policy and policy decisions.

To achieve these objectives, a 6-week work plan was developed and executed.

In these 6 weeks we:

* performed a comprehensive literature search- -

we cite appropriate research studies under

References below;

reviewed--by correspondence and telephone--the

experiences of 11 other U.S. school districts

that had had recent similar experience. These

ranged from Montgomery County, Maryland, to

Hayward, California;

* interviewed key KCSD administrators;

reviewed the extensive and comprehensive study

of the KCSD done in MRI's Civic Council Study

of 1973;

* interviewed all current members of the KCSD

School Board;

* assembled 10 objective criteria (based on all

the above) for a ranking of all KCSD elementary

schools. This ranking is a relative measure of

the contribution of each school facility to the

overall school system effectiveness;

* formulated a model policy statement; and

* developed and specified procedures for imple-

menting consolidation policy.
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The collective judgment of Board Members was used to formulate a decision

model for facility ranking. The decision model is based on 10 objective

criteria. The judgments of the members of the Board yielded the follow-

ing criteria--listed in order of adjudged importance:

1. Achievement levels

2. Facility cost per pupil

3. `pace per pupil

4. Teacher load

5. Racial or minority balance

6. Age and general condition of the buildings

7. Auxiliary facilities (gym, library, etc.)

8. Commuting distance

9. Number of pupils

10. Fuel requirements

The decision model was formulated as an additive function of the

deviations from standard on each of the criteria, adjusted by the weight-

ing algorithm to yield a single, composite "Index for Retention." The

Index for Retention was used to rank all elementary schools in order of

the feasibility of retention. This 'ranking is contained in the appendix.

The interviews were also very important in developing the recom-

mendations for the specifics of policy as well as the procedures and

strategy of policy implementation.

Since this report contains a, list of all Kansas City School

District elementary schools and these schools are very explicitly ranked- -

we should be very clear as to what this ranking does not mean. It is not

a measure of the effectiveness of teachers, nor the efficiency of the

school principals, nor the worth of academic programs and curricula.

In general, it is not an evaluation of people or programs, per se.

It is a measure of the efficient use, relative effectiveness

and contribution of that specific physical plant to the school system as

a whole. Closing the school ranked at the top of the list would have the

worst total effect. The school on the bottom would have the least total

effect.
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Finally, we should also point out two things. No one factor domi-

nates this ranking. Ranking is a function of a combination of factors suitably

weighted by the judgments of knowledgeable people. Secondly, because of the

inherent measurement and prediction error in the data used and because of

the imprecision of even the best of human judgment--we should not slavishly

insist that the school ranked number one should not be number two nor that

the school ranked 70th should not be 69th. We would estimate the precision

of ranking to be ± 2 ranks.

4
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THE DECISION MODEL

A." General

What is usually meant by the term "decision model" is an analytical

formulation for aiding decisions. That is how we use the term. Such decision

aids have become increasingly useful tools to assist policymakers in bal-

ancing off mutually incommensu'rable values. There are two very important

reasons for thi-s.

First, there is need to carefully separate quantifiable and demon-

strable facts from judgment, prognostication, guess and pure speculation.

Facts provide a critical portion of the decision basis--not all the basis,

but an important portion. They can provide a focus point for generating

agreement and consensus. The arraying and manipulation of these facts

under thoughtful, rational and logical rules result in information useful

to the decisions at hand. The logical rules for extracting information

from data form an analytical model.

A second reason for using a model is the requirement for combining

and weighing judgments on many factors simultaneously, People have no diffi-

cifity rendering judgment on one factor. Further, when such judgments are

obtained from knowledgeable people, they tend to be good. They are even

better when combined with similar judgments from other people. This is the

philosophy underlying the forming of bdards, advisory councils, elders;--etc.

Unfortunately, when a composite judgment must be made which in-

volves many factors of varying importance and severity--even the best minds

do not integrate well and must be aided by an analytical framework. This

framework is the decision model.

B. The Criteria-

The 10 criteria forming the basis of the decision model were

derived from correspondence with other, metropolitan school districts;

Kansas City School District publications--Recommendations on School Closings/

Combinations and Educational Needs for Children; and discussions with the

individual School Board members and the research literature.

A list of these criteria is contained in Table 2. The derivation

of the ranks and weight will be. discussed in the technical description

following.

5
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TABLE 2

FACTORS, RANKS AND WEIGHTS

Rank Factor Weight

I
Achievement Levels 9.862

2 Cost Per Pupil 9.597

3 Space Per Pupil 8.324

4 Teacher Load 6.915

5 Racial Balance 6.000

6 Age and General Condition of Building ).000

7 Auxiliary Facilities 3.206

8 Commuting Distance 2.104

9 Number of Pupils 1.388

10 Fuel Requirements 0.142

Achievement levels are considered for the school in question as

well as surrounding schools. To transfer pupils to a lower achieving school

would, in part, defeat academic purposes. Thus, we say that if an admini-

strative action does the pupil no good--it should at least do him no harm.

If surrounding schools have a lower achievement level the "achievement"

factor would contribute to the feasibility of retaining the school.

The cost per pupil for each individual school was considered in

relation to the average cost per pupil for the district. A cost per pupil

lower than the district average would increase feasibility of retention.

The space per pupil was defined as being the total square feet of the

the school plant divided by the total current enrollment, including special

education students. Space per pupil for each school was compared to the

district average (111.087 square feet).* Space per student less than 100 square

feet indicated overcrowding, while space per student greater than 120 square

feet indicated inefficient utilization of the school plant. Thus, variations

below 100 square feet or above 120 square feet were considered unfavorable

to retention.

The teacher load was considered to be commensurate with the pupil/

teacher ratio and the number of combined classrooms. A favorable pupil/teacher

ratio, as indicated by district standards, would be 25 to 30 pupils per teacher.

* This figure is comparable to the results of a survey conducted by the

Educational. Facilities Laboratory, New York, of schools built during

the period 1956-1958. This survey found the space per pupil for the

North Central region of the U.S. to be 117 square feet.



A ratio below 25 would indicate inefficient utilization and a ratio above

30 would be considered an overload. All combined classrooms, more than one

grade per teacher, violate the district standard of one teacher per grade.

Deviations reduce the feasibility of retention.

The racial balance was considered somewhat like the achievement

levels-. If a school were to be closed and the students transferred, what

effect would this have on the racial balance of the receiving school? A

transfer of students which resulted in the racial balance of the receiving

school approaching the overall district racial balance was considered favor-

able. If the transfer resulted in the racial balance of the receiving

school moving further from the overall district racial balance, it was con-

sidered unfavorable.

The age of a school plant has been found to be highly correlated

with expenditures for remodeling and repairs. Thus, the ages of the individual

school plants were compared to the District average. Those whose ages were

less than the average were considered to need fewer repairs and remodeling,

while those whose ages were greater than the average were considered to need

more repairs and remodeling. Thus, old schools are less feasible for re-

tention, other things being equal.

The individual schools were rated as to whether or not they had

the following auxiliary facilities: cafeteria, health, library or resource

center, and auditorium. Lack of any of these facilities was considered un-

favorable.

Any additional commuting distance was considered unfavorable. The

additional commuting distance for purposes of this model was the distance to

the nearest receiving school.

The number of pupils refers to the average enrollment for the next

5 years. All school closings are unfavorable from the vantage point of the

students transferred. Thus, the greater the number of students involved, the

more feasible is retention.

Fuel requirements of the individual schools were considered to be

of minimum importance in deciding upon school closings/combinations. There-

fore, they have been eliminated as a criterion in this decision model.

However, in view of the current "energy crisis," fuel shortages may well

play a qualitative role in decisions involving school closings and combinations.
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C. Other Qualitative Factors

There are several nonquantitative factors, which, by their nature,

are unable to be expressed in the decision model. They should, nevertheless,

be considered in school facility decisions. They are:

1. Community impact: The very nature of its function often

causes the neighborhood school to be a focus of community affairs.

2. Psychological and cultural impact on affected students: Very

often the transfer of a cultural or ethnic group of students to a culturally

different environment can have a very debilitating effect on their learning

abilities.

3. Safety and security: Although a transfer may involve only a

few blocks additional walk to school--a new safety hazard may be introduced,

an intersection with heavy traffic, a railroad track, etc.

4. Ability to relate to physical environment: An elementary school

pupil undergoes a phased, gradual expansion of his world of learning. First

his nursery, then his home and yard, then his block and neighborhood school.

He can relate to this and has familiar physical and psychological landmarks.

If he is transported for several miles to be among strangers, the tempo of

this unfolding world is broken.

We do not believe the presence or potential of any of these factors

should be decisive. They can all be ameliorated by operational and academic

actions and provisions. They are considerations, however, that must be weighed

against the quantitative indicators and against the dictates of limited

financial resources,

D. Technical Description

The decision model is multidimensional scaled, nonmetric and

is formulated as folloWS:

Index of Retention:

9.862 (Achy - AchR) + 9.597 (100 - CIP3/4/Ps) - 8.324 (A S/Ps)

- 6.915 (A TLs) + 6 (A minm.s - A MinR)

+ 5 (Ages - Ages) - 3.206 (25 # facilities lackings)

- 2.104 (A CD) - 1.388 (# pupils)
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where,

(Ach - Ach
R

) is the achievement index of the sending school

minus the achievement index of the receiving school

(100 - C/PS/C/PD) is the percent deviation from the District's

average cost per pupil, C/PD, of the sending school's cost

per pupil C/Ps. C/PWC/PD is expressed in a percent.

S/Ps) is the percentage deviation either above or below the

100-120 square feet per pupil.

TLS) is the percentage deviation either above or below the

standard teacher/pupil ratio of 25-30 plus the percentage

of combined classrooms in the sending school.

ON MinR+S A Mink) is the absolute difference between the per-

cent of minority students in the receiving school when

combined with the sending school and the percent of minority

students in the District minus the absolute difference be-

tween the percent of minority students in the receiving

school and the percent of minority students in the district.

(Ages - Ages) is the average age of school plants within the
district minus the age of the school plant of the sending

school.

(25 # of facilities lackings) is 25 percent times the number of

auxiliary facilities that the sending school lacks.

(A CD) is the distance between the sending school and receiving

school.

(# pupils) is the projected average enrollment over the next

5 years of the sending school.

The constants represent the weights assigned to each factor. These weights

were derived as follows.

Each individual board member was asked to arrange the factors in

what he or she thought to be the order of importance. The most important

received a weight of 10, second of 9, and so forth. The factor which

received the highest overall weight was considered to be most important and

received a weight of 10, etc.

9
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The weights were then adjusted For lhe divergence of opinion on

each individual factor. A "S" stati.sLic (measure of divergence from the

mean) was computed for each factor. This factor was then summed downward

continuously for factors rankingt10 to 5 and upward continuously for factors

ranking 1 to 5. The weight for each rank was then computed as follows:

For ranks 10-5:

Wi = 10 -

For ranks 1-5:

Wi

where,

(Si/281.19)

j=1

j=1

i/290.55)

W. = weight of factor i

Si = cumulative sum for factor i

Table 3 depicts each factor's composite weight, S statistic, cumulative sum,

and computed weight.

Tables following 3 are the computed and ranked retention units.

tir
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TABLE 3

FACTORS' COMPUTED WEIGHTS

Composite

Rank Factor S Si Weight

10 Achievement Levels 64.00 64.00 9.862

9 Cost Per Pupil 34.89 78.89 9.597

8. Space Per Pupil 71.61 150.50 8.324

7 Teacher Load 79.21 229.71 6.915

6 Racial Balance 51.48 281.19 6.000

5 Age and General Condition

of Building 104.24 . 290.55 5.000

4 Auxiliary Facilities 64.04 186.31 3.206

3 Commuting Distance 41.61 122.27 2.104

2 Number of Pupils 72.42 80.66 1.388

1 Fuel Requirements 8.24 8.24 0.142

11
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NOTES TO TABLE

a/ Includes all costs which are assigned directly to school site with the

exception of cafeteria costs: Principals, teachers, teachers aides,

utilities, librarians, teaching supplies, office supplies, health

supplies, qpntracted maintenance, replacement--furnishing and equipment,

capital outlay, clerical, custodians, library books, textbooks, con-

tracted services, custodial supplies. Based on 1971-72 figures supplied

by the SchoolDistrict.

b/ Total enrollment grades K-7, excluding special education students.

c/ Average annual enrollment over next 5 years.

d/ Expressed in square feet. Based on current enrollment, including special

education pupils.

e/ Regular classrooms containing two or more grade levels in relation to

total classrooms. Classrooms containing special education pupils were

omitted for purposes of this analysis, as these students are not grouped

by grade.

f/ This index was derived from the Iowa Basic Skill Test scores as listed

in the Report of Measured Achievement and Scholastic Aptitude, 1972-1973.

An overall score for each the third and sixth graders within the total

district was computed as being the norm or median of the individual

item test scores as given for the system. A norm was then computed

from the individual item test scores for the third and sixth graders

within each school. Two ratios were then developed for each school:

the norm for the third graders within that school to the norm for

the third graders throughout the district and the norm for the sixth

graders within that school to the norm for the sixth graders through-

out the district. The index was computed as the average of these two

ratios.

a/ The difference in achievement index between the sending school and

receiving school.. Negative values indicate the sending school has a

lower achievement index than the receiving school. Positive values

indicate the sending school has a higher achievement index than the

receiving school.

h/ The effect on the racial balance of the receiving school. Positive values

indicate that the transfer of students' would cause the racial balance

to move away from the overall district balance. Negative values indi-

cate that the transfer of students would cause the racial balance to

more toward the overall district balance.



PROPOSED BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY ON

SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION

WHEREAS, Elementary school enrollment has been declining at several attend-

ance centers in the Kansas City School District, and this trend is expected

to continue in the coming years, and

WHEREAS, The cost of operating and modernizing elementary schools with small

enrollments is significantly More per pupil than in larger sCh&ils, and

WHEREAS, There is a continuing need to utilize available resources effectively,

and

WHEREAS, Substantial savings in operating costs could be realized by consoli-

dating small schools or by sharing services among small schools, and

WHEREAS, Capital budget savings can be realized by eliminating modernization

projects in small schools whose enrollments can be transfeyred to neighbor-

ing schools with available space, and

WHEREAS, It is recognized that a community will evidence concern when faced

with the possibility of a school consolidation; now therefore be it

Resolved, That it is mandatory that all small schools be reviewed annually

utilizing the criterion and factors established in the 1974 MRI Consolidation

Study in order to det4rine their future use; and be it further

Resolved, That major modernization not be recommended for a small school

until a careful review of alternatives has been carried out and its future

determined; and be it further

Resolved, That the community advisory/decisionmaking process and timetable

recommended in the 1974 MRI Consolidation Report be followed in considering

the future of each small school.



IV.. POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

Community involvement--the lack of which has precipitated much

criticism of the KCSD school administration--is the one major addition to

current practices in consolidations. We would recommend a chronology of

activities to include community involvement in the following manner.

A. Administrative Action

In the late fall of each year, the administration will prepare an

updated listing of schools, ranked by the recommended criteria. Associated

operating details and qualitative factors will be developed on those ranking

in the bottom 10 to 20. This report will be presented to the Board in

January.

B. Board Action

The Board of Education will approve the report and establish a

Local Evaluation Committee for each school or school cluster area. The

committee will include representation from the administration and the community.

Recommendations on the member0ip of such committees might come from local

principals, PTA leaders, civic association leaders, and others. Committees

should be appointed in January. Committees are. one-time task forces but

might continue in operation through implementation of final actions.

C. Local Evaluation Committee Action

The main objective of this committee is to provide a local evalua-

tion report. 'The report should be on a timely basis--4 to 6 weeks--and should:.

* Suggest alternatives that are reasonable and achievable.

* Assess impact of each alternative on quality of education.

* Analyze factors whichbear on alternatives.

* Identify other uses for school facilities.

* State probable community reaction to each alternative.

* Indicate committee preferences but indicate significant

dissenting views.
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The administration representative should operate as liaison for the committee

in assembling any required information or data from central administration

files.

The local evaluation report should be rendered by the first of

March.

D. Final Action of the Board

The Board would receive the report, administration comments and

such additional information.as is deemed desirable by April. Hearings, if

required, would be scheduled for April and May and a decision would be made

in May or June to become effective in the beginning of the following academic

year, i.e., the next following September. These decisions could be any of

the following:

* Close the school.

Reduce operating costs by sharing staff or services with a

neighboring school.

* Expand the school by moving children in from adjacent schools.

* Convert the schoiA to other academic use, e.g., model school.

* Do nothing.
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